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IDENTIFYING THE EFFECTS 
OF DRIVING PARAMETERS ON 
STOPPING DISTANCE TO REDUCE 
ACCIDENT RISKS

The object of the research is the most important factors causing road accidents. This paper aimed to study 
the effects of this factors and their interactions on the stopping distance function. Understanding this function 
through simulation and comparing the results with mathematical models and experimental tests will help to reduce 
the number of road accidents. A large part of road accidents is linked to non-compliance with regulatory speed 
associated with vehicle braking system (grip, road and tires) and weather conditions. A speed measurement cam-
paign on peri-urban roads was carried out to study driving behavior and compliance with speed limits in several 
Algerian cities. An experimental modelling of speed, anti-lock system, weather, grip and their interaction effects 
on the stopping distance of a vehicle using the experimental design method, combined with driving simulator tests 
was been conducted. The developments of experimental design with speed variation ranges (70 and 130 km/h) 
were necessary to study the influence of the various driving parameters on stopping distance. The mathematical 
model developed has been validated by the results obtained on the simulator. The experimental design method and 
simulator results were used to identify and define the important parameters that influence the braking distance. 
The results show that the stopping distance (SD) is mainly influenced by the vehicle speed (S), the weather condi-
tions (M), and their interaction. The increase due to speed leads to an increase in the stopping distance with an 
estimated effect of 54.30 m. When the speed varies between its lower experimental level (70 km/h) and its higher 
level (130 km/h), it is estimated that the stopping distance will increase by 54.30 m. The analysis of the road 
speed measurement campaign, 55 % of road users do not obey the speed limits. The results obtained in this study 
can be applied to other countries, only the parameters need to be adjusted.
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1.  Introduction

According to the WHO, road accidents kill 1.3 million 
people and injure 50 million people worldwide each year. 
More than 90 % of deaths occur in low and or middle-income 
countries, which account for only 48 % of all registered 
vehicles worldwide [1, 2]. In Algeria, the cost of accidents 
is estimated at more than 1 billion US dollars (0.57 % of 
GDP) [3]. Despite the efforts made for several years by 
the public authorities and associations, the situation in 
terms of accidents in Algeria remains worrying compared 
to developed countries. Road accident parameters in Al-
geria between 1970 and 2018 are shown in Fig. 1. After,  
a sustained growth between 1970 and 1999, the curve starts 
to decrease at the beginning of 2000. It should be noted 
that the road accident rate in 2020 is practically equivalent 
to that of 1970, whereas the population has increased by 
a factor of three and the number of vehicles by a factor 
of 20. Fig. 1 shows that the peak was reached in 2013, 
with 44,907 accidents, 69,582 injuries (2.15 injuries/acci-

dent) and 4,540 deaths (0.10 deaths/accident). According 
to the statistics of the National Road Safety Delegation  
in 2020, Algeria has registered 18,949 accidents, 25,836 inju-
ries (1.36 injuries/accident) and 2 844 deaths (0.11 death/ac-
cident) for a population of 43.85 million inhabitants. The 
number of road accidents recorded in 2020 is the lowest 
since 1970, the number of fatalities is the lowest since 
1975 and the number of injuries the lowest since 1974 [4]. 
These excellent results are the culmination of the efforts 
and policy pursued by the Algerian Government to curb 
this scourge by reducing the frequency and severity of road 
accidents, through campaigns to prevent and reduce road 
risks and especially by intensifying radar speed checks [5]  
by police and gendarmerie («equivalent of British con-
stabulary»), raising awareness by local road safety asso-
ciations, improving the road network and vehicle passive 
and active security.

Studies carried out into the direct causes of accidents 
by the gendarmerie in 2016 show that 92 % of all acci dents 
are due to the human factor. 
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It should be noted that the loss of control resulting 
from excessive and inappropriate speed is the main cause of 
at least 15,972 accidents with 38.75 %. The vehicle condi-
tion factors come next with 1,749 accidents with 4.24 %. 
Tire and braking problems account for 2.85 % and bad 
weather conditions represent 0.62 % of the total number 
of road accidents studied. The combination of speeding, tire 
condition, braking problems and bad weather conditions, 
represents 17,403 accidents or 42.2 % of the causes of road 
accidents [3]. At the same time, the increase in the aver-
age age of the national vehicle fleet (NAP) in Algeria does 
not help the situation. Moreover, the degradation of the 
properties of the brake fluid overtime and the increase in 
stopping distances associated with it make matters worse [6]. 
Indeed, the NAP average age is 11.8 years with 58.71 % 
of the vehicles over 10 years old, and this despite an an-
nual rejuvenation exceeding 400,000 vehicles in 2014 and, 
176 300 new vehicles in 2017 [7, 8]. By comparison, the 
average age of the car fleet in Europe is 10.7 years and is 
greater than 12 years in the United States. The effectiveness 
of the braking system is linked to the ability of its compo-
nents to ensure a sufficiently high friction and at the same 
time, to dissipate the vehicle’s kinetic energy into thermal 
energy to avoid overheating of the mechanism (Fig. 2).

The stopping distance is the sum of the reaction per-
ception distance and the braking distance. The stopping 
distance is also influenced by factors such as speed, tire 
condition, tire-road grip, weather conditions, vehicle weight, 
brake fluid quality and the attention and alertness capabili-
ties of the vehicle driver. The works on braking systems 
are numerous and varied. Some works have focused on 
examining the braking process of special vehicles used in 
military missions from the point of view of psychophysical 

factors [9]. It is analyzed the factors that affect drivers’  
perception time and the impact of this time on the ve-
hicle’s braking distance as a function of vehicle speed. 
Analytical calculations have been presented to illustrate 
the relationships governing this process and to show 
the influence of changes in stopping time on the vehicle 
stopping distance [9]. A model based on the driver, the 
vehicle and the environment to determine the «stopping 
distance» of vehicles, using the classic stopping distance 
formula commonly used in the literature has been devel-
oped [10]. The obtained accident risk coefficients could be 
used to detect accident risks with minor errors, especially 
at low speeds up to 60 km/h [10]. Using numerical and 
analytical methods, an estimation of the effects of anti-
lock braking systems (ABS) on braking distance can be 
carried out [11]. Researchers have studied the behaviour 
of a braking system with ABS, at low speed. Four dif-
ferent types of roads, which include slippery, wet and 
m-jump (wet-to-slippery and slippery-to-wet) tests, were 
investigated. Test results show that low speed worsens the 
braking stability, control and braking performance of the 
ABS, regardless of road conditions [12]. Other works [13] 
studied the influence of tire pressure on the performance 
of braking systems and on the suspension in a diagnostic 

test bench. The experimental results showed that 
tire pressure had a significant influence on sus-
pension performance, but had little effect on the 
maximum braking force, at least at low speeds. 
The results of many studies, working on collision-
speed relationships and using different methods 
in different countries, suggest that accident rates 
increase as track speed increases [14–16] espe-
cially when the traffic is heavy [16, 17]. On the 
other hand, the risk of road accidents increases in 
case of bad weather conditions [18, 19], freezing 
rain, slippery roads [20], motorways compared 
to two-lane or multi-lane roads [21]. 

In another aspect, work shown that snow has a statisti-
cally significant positive effect on winter collisions for all 
types of accidents, collisions involving a truck or bus were 
most strongly associated with annual snowfall [22, 23].

Concerning the preventive aspect, a study presenting 
an electronic device that warns drivers using a steering 
wheel fitted with a vibration system of deteriorating driving 
conditions has been carried out. Miniature vibration motors 
have been positioned on the steering wheel and collect 

 
Fig. 1. Number of: accidents, injuries, and road deaths in Algeria (1970–2022)

 
Fig. 2. Energy transformation in braking mode
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information obtained from sensors such as the acceleration 
sensor placed in the vehicle’s gravity center, the proximity 
sensor placed on the rear bumper and the rain sensor. The 
tests were carried out under real road conditions; it was 
determined that the drivers are warned at the wheel with 
vibrations at different durations according to the scenario 
developed for unfavorable driving conditions [24].

The tire-road grip is an important element of vehicle 
safety. Various studies have focused on measuring the longi-
tudinal skid of tire on the road surface under different condi-
tions [20–23, 25] and with various rubber compounds [26, 27].  
The authors have studied the effects of the tire-pavement 
friction coefficients on young and inexperienced drivers in 
a driving simulator. The results showed that the high tire 
grip increased self-confidence and improved performance 
during training sessions. Driving with low grip tires reduced 
driving speed, an effect that persisted during night driving 
compared with daylight driving.

The aim of this research is the development and valida-
tion of an experimental modeling by the experimental design 
method of the parameters and factors that are sources of 
road accidents.

2.  Materials and Methods

The research is concerned with the study of the param-
eters and factors that are the sources of accidents as well 
as their interactions (speed, grip, and weather conditions) 
on stopping distance (SD). A speed measurement campaign 
on various roads in Algeria was carried out to get an idea 
of driving speed, driving behavior, and compliance with 
speed limits. To study these parameters and their con-
nections, an experimental modelling of speed (S), braking 
system and its anti-lock (ABS), weather conditions (M) 
and tire grip (G) and their interaction on the stopping 
distance (SD) of a vehicle on the accident risk was car-
ried out, using the experimental design method associated 
with simulator driving tests. The study of the influence 
of the various driving parameters on function (stopping 
distance) required the development of experimental design:  
ED (70 and 130 km/h). The simulator was used to vali-
date the results of the experimental modelling.

In this work, a driving simulator was used. This tool 
is currently used for research and development related to 
the development of new vehicles, vehicle subsystems or 
driver assistance systems [27], training of driving profes-
sionals [28], studies on human driver behavior [29] and 
factors related to driving (vigilance, attention, percep-
tion) [30]. Simulators are beginning to be used more and 
more to evaluate the behavioral validity of drivers. When 
they used to evaluate speed safety measures on urban 
roads in the road design process [31, 32], clearly indicate 
the influence of engineering treatments on speed, which 
could be introduced to improve safety.

2.1.  Simulator description. A driving simulator is a com-
puter system that makes it possible to reproduce the be-
havior of vehicles in the city, on the open roads, and on 
the highways over several hundred kilometers during, day 
and night conditions. The driving simulator DEVELTER 
pro evolution was used (Fig. 3). It consisted of a first part 
containing all the equipment and a second comprising the 
software and display system. The simulator is run by a pro-
fessional Windows 7 64-bit operating system, with a CPU 
using a processor Intel (R) Core (TM) i7-47900 CPU  
at 3.60 GHz and 8 GB RAM. It has a width of 85 cm; 
a length of 200 cm and a height of 135 cm. Software al-
lows the management and coordination of all parameters. 
It consists of an integrated dashboard, a force feedback 
steering wheel, an adjustable pedal, a gearlever, a handbrake, 
an adjustable seat with belt, an integrated central unit,  
a built-in loudspeaker, a platform and a power socket. 
To recreate the feeling of the controls of a real vehicle, 
the simulator is equipped with electrical motors capable of 
restoring torque to the pedals and the steering wheel. For 
the flywheel in particular, the software integrates a force 
feedback model depending on the angle of the flywheel, 
to artificially recreate the resistance of the flywheel.

The cabin incorporates a real vehicle dashboard and 
part of a real vehicle, for added realism. The simulator is 
equipped with a hand brake and a lever controlling a six-
speed mechanical gearbox associated with a clutch pedal. 
Depending on the behaviour of the simulated vehicle, the 
cabin and the seat reproduce the movements (inertial re-
production), for this they use a mobile mechanical platform 
as well as a sound reproduction of the driver’s environ-
ment. The simulator offers several types of modules (Fig. 4) 
that can handle different situations such as: free driving, 
emergency braking, stopping distance, emergency situation, 
influence of speed, risk situation, safe driving, eco-driving, 
and finally slippery ground. In this work, the «stopping 
distance» module has been used to study the effects of 
several parameters on «stopping distance» function.

 
Fig. 3. DEVELTER Pro Evolution Driving Simulator

 
a b c

Fig. 4. Modules on driving simulator: a – slippery road; b – free driving; c – emergency situation
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2.2.  Scenario  and  processing  of  the  tests. To execute 
the «braking situation» module, several steps are necessary 
to study the behaviour of the chosen objective functions. 
The type of exercise is selected according to the purpose 
of the study. Then, the values of the different parameters 
are entered. The simulated driving was done on a highway 
without vehicles. The third stage is devoted to the driving 
part until the maximum speed limits reached (110 km/h 
or 130 km/h). After a few minutes of driving at a con-
stant speed, a sudden event appears. The path is suddenly 
blocked by a vehicle barrier resulting from a pile-up with 
the appearance of a «STOP» plate forcing the driver to 
brake to try to avoid this obstacle. A perception-reaction 
time passes, followed by depressing the brake pedal and 
finally slowing the speed of the vehicle to a complete stop. 
The system records the time taken by the driver before 
depressing the brake pedal when braking begins and notes 
the «stopping distance» and «vehicle braking». A visuali-
zation of the distance covered during the reaction time 
and the braking distance is obtained. The objective of the 
last step is to collect the results of the objective functions 
in tabular form. Fig. 4, c shows an accident simulation.

Using the experimental design method, these results 
will allow to study the behavior of on function, namely 
the stopping distance (SD). Depending on the type of 
the experimental design matrix implemented, the test is 
repeated twice (with the number of input parameters and 
two levels). Fig. 5 shows the five steps required for the 
completion of the test.

 
Fig. 5. Steps to perform a test on the simulator

2.3.  Experimental  design  method. Experimental de-
signs (ED) are used in industrial studies and in research 
and development by the chemical, pharmaceutical, me-
chanical, automotive, and metallurgical industries. How-
ever, their applications in the field of road safety are new. 
Their uses are aimed at determining the key factors in 
the design of a new product or process, at optimizing the 
settings of a manufacturing process or measuring device 
and at modelling and predicting the process behavior. 
Experimental designs are part of a general approach to 
quality improvement [33, 34]. The method is defined 
by the principle: «all factors at each moment» and uses  
a multifactorial strategy [35]. This requires varying the 

levels of all factors at once, in a programmed and reasoned 
way. Varying all the factors at once has many advantages 
including: a decrease in the number of tests, a very large 
number of factors studied, a detection of the interactions 
between the factors, and a detection of the optimal values 
modelling of the results [36].

A problem frequently encountered in the study of an 
object, phenomenon or process is to establish, based on 
experimental results, the functional dependence (or «by 
regression equations» between an «objective» function and 
the influence factors. The peculiarity of this problem lies 
in the fact that random measurement errors involve the 
search for functional dependence in order to eliminate, to 
the greatest extent possible, the experimental «noise» (ge-
nerated by these random errors) and not in the direction of 
describing exactly the experimental results. This assertion, 
resulting from the least squares principle, assumes that 
the curve corresponding to the equation estimating the 
objective function (called «regression equation») must pass, 
as close as possible to all the points whose coordinates 
are ((influence factor values), (objective function values)). 
It should be mentioned that the least squares method is 
commonly applied in the interpretation of the results of 
the measures by regression analysis. The method gives 
the possibility to establish regression coefficients for an 
imposed form of the functional relationship between the 
independent variables and the dependent variable. The 
values of the coefficients are determined on the basis of 
the minimization condition, for all experimental points, of 
the differences between the measured and the estimated 
values of the objective function [34, 36].

Experimental models (ED) are an ordered sequence of 
experiments, allowing the acquisition of new knowledge 
by controlling one or more input parameters to obtain 
results validating a model using several tests. This method 
makes it possible to study all the factors as well as their 
interactions. The interpretation of the results obtained is 
straightforward. The ED method provides an experimental 
model linking influencing factors to an objective func-
tion [34, 35]. This study was conducted using a com-
plete experimental design (CED) 24 test plan including 
16 trials (complete factorial design with four factors and 
two levels). The experimental model associated with this 
design is called linear model or first degree explained by 
a polynomial equation:

y b b x b x xj j
j

ij
i j
i j

i j= + +
= =

≠

∑ ∑0
1

4

1

4

,

, (1)

where y – corresponding objective function; xj, xi – coded 
values of influencing factors (±1); b0, bj – regression coef-
ficients (linear terms); bij – regression coefficients (inter-
action terms).

Reproduction tests on the driving simulator with the 
same set of parameters in order to verify the reliability 
of the obtained results are carried out (Table 1). This 
verification will enable to quantify the effect due to the 
repetition of the tests with respect to the direct or indi-
rect effect of input parameters on the output functions.

In Table 2, it is observed that the difference between 
the values of the output function of the reference test and 
the values resulting from the repeated tests not exceed 2 %. 
Thus, the results obtained prove that the behaviour of the 
driver-simulator couple is stable. The values of stopping  
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distance SD presented in Table 2, are obtained using the 
driving simulator.

Table 1
Reference parameters for reproducibility tests

Parameters Values

Speed (S ), km/h 130

ABS OK

Weather (M ) Rain

Grip (G ), % 150

Table 2
Test results reproducibility

Test No. SD, mm Error/Test No. 16

1 108.07 0.92

2 108.12 0.88

3 107.53 1.42

4 107.00 1.90

Test reference 109.08 –

2.3.1.  Implementation of the experimental design (ED). The 
objective of this experimental design (ED) is to highlight 
the influence of the four chosen parameters: speed (km/h), 
weather conditions, ABS and grip (%) on stopping dis-
tance (SD). The speed variation range is between 70 and 
130 km/h, the maximum speed level represents the maximum 
speed allowed in case of a favorable weather condition (ab-
sence of rain). The experimental design also provides empiri-
cal models for SD based on the four parameters studied.

2.3.2.  Influencing  factors  (IF). Let’s assign two levels to 
each four parameters (Table 3). As for speed, let’s use a maxi-
mum speed authorized on most of the world’s highways, 
which is 130 km/h. After a preliminary study, let’s select 
a set of parameters that predicted a significant direct or 
indirect influence on the braking and the stopping distance. 
These parameters are respectively: speed (km/h), weather 
conditions, ABS and Grip (%). The grip is the grip of the 
tire on the road. For a vehicle, it is the ability to maintain  
contact with the track by friction and not by sliding.

Table 3

Influence factors and their variation domains

Influence factors Variation domains

Speed (S ), km/h 70÷130

ABS With (A); without (S )

Weather (M ) Dry; Rain

Grip (G ), % 90; 150

In this work, let’s choose to study the stopping dis-
tance (SD) of a vehicle. Recent work has shown that the 
age of the vehicle has an impact on the boiling point of 
the brake fluid and consequently on the increase of braking 
distance and stopping distance of a vehicle equipped with 
a hydraulic system. The results showed, in the event of 
emergency braking, a high temperature in the braking mecha-
nisms (600 °C), combined with the hygroscopic property 

of the fluid, cause the formation of steam plugs (150 °C) 
and decrease therefore the effectiveness of the braking sys-
tem [6]. This phenomenon is further accentuated by the 
ageing of the Algerian and global car fleet [7]. Indeed, 
very few drivers think of regularly changing their brake 
fluid (every two years). However, brake fluid replacement 
is an essential safety element which is too often overlooked. 
We studied on functions that are important from a safety 
point of view: the stopping distance (SD).

2.3.3.  Experimental matrix of ED. The experimental ma-
trix structure, corresponding to the chosen experimental 
designs and the measured values of the objective functions, 
is presented in Table 4.

Table 4
Experimental matrix

Test 
No.

Influence Factors (IF)
OF

Codified Values Physical Values

S ABS M G S, km/h ABS M G SD, m

1 –1 –1 –1 –1 70 S. ABS Dry 90 28.54

2 1 –1 –1 –1 130 S. ABS Dry 90 68.47

3 –1 1 –1 –1 70 A. ABS Dry 90 29.07

4 1 1 –1 –1 130 A. ABS Dry 90 66.68

5 –1 –1 1 –1 70 S. ABS Rain 90 38.64

6 1 –1 1 –1 130 S. ABS Rain 90 109.05

7 –1 1 1 –1 70 A. ABS Rain 90 37.96

8 1 1 1 –1 130 A. ABS Rain 90 107.22

9 –1 –1 –1 1 70 S. ABS Dry 150 27.54

10 1 –1 –1 1 130 S. ABS Dry 150 67.25

11 –1 1 –1 1 70 A. ABS Dry 150 28.74

12 1 1 –1 1 130 A. ABS Dry 150 69.33

13 –1 –1 1 1 70 S. ABS Rain 150 38.82

14 1 –1 1 1 130 S. ABS Rain 150 104.43

15 –1 1 1 1 70 A. ABS Rain 150 37.71

16 1 1 1 1 130 A. ABS Rain 150 109.08

Note: OF – objective function

The experimental matrix for the selected experimental 
conditions (four influence factors, with two levels and 
one objective function) contains 16 tests.

3.  Results and Discussions

3.1.  Stopping  distance. To validate the simulator re-
sults, let’s compare the results of the stopping distance 
from the simulator, the theory and those obtained from 
a road test (Fig. 6).

Fig. 6 shows the vehicle stopping distance lengths for 
different values of the vehicle speed. For this, a recent 
Peugeot 308 1.6 HDI 92HP with low mileage was used. 
The car’s braking system is equipped with an ABS-ESP 
system with emergency braking assistance and electronic 
distribution on four discs. The tires are Michelin Energy 
Saver 195/65 R15. Three different speed tests at 30, 50, 
70 and 90 km/h were carried out, under sunny weather, 
clear sky, weak wind, excellent vision, and a dry pave-
ment of rough macro asphalt concrete type on a flat road. 
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The distances were measured by the tire tracks left on 
the road when braking. Theoretical results were obtained 
using equation: 

SD PRT S
S

g C Grlf

= ⋅ +
±( )

2

2
, (2)

where SD is stopping distance, m; PRT is perception-reaction 
time, s; S is speed, m/s; Clf is coefficient of longitudinal 
friction (dimensionless); g is gravitational acceleration, m/s2;  
Gr is road grade, %.

The perception-reaction time (PRT) was taken equal  
to 1 s, Clf = 0.8. Note that the higher the vehicle speed, the 
greater the stopping distance of the vehicle. This is due to the 
conjunction of the distance traveled, the driver reaction 
time, the brake response time and the braking time of the 
vehicle. The results from the conventional model, experi-
ence and the simulator are very similar, and the varia-
tion is 30 percent at 30 km/h and less than 15 percent  
at 110 km/h. This difference can be explained by the fact 
that all car speedometers indicate a speed higher than 
the real speed and therefore shorter stopping distances 
and the perception time measured on the simulator is 
around 0.6 s due to the young age of the drivers and 
their psychological preparation for the experience. On 
the test car, the PRT is of the same order because 
it is done under similar conditions. Some authors ob-
tained similar results under different conditions [9, 10]. 

The results of the first team [9] are more important because 
the vehicles used during the experiments (heavy trucks) have 
a lower deceleration coefficient (γ = 6 m/s2) whereas for our 
tests (personal car) it was more important (γ = 8.83 m/s2).

3.2.  Speed  Measurements. The behavior of road users 
is in most cases the cause of road accidents. Behavioral 
causes are essentially a violation of the rules of the road. 
As mentioned above, national police statistics indicate that 
the main cause of accidents in Algeria is excessive or inap-
propriate speed [3]. To address this issue, numerous studies 
are conducted concerning eight black spots in the cities 
of MILA, SKIKDA and Constantine, in order to evaluate 
drivers’ compliance with the speed regulations limits (50 and  
60 km/h in urban and rural areas). The speed measure-
ments were carried out by the principal author and mas- 

ter’s students under the control and direction of the pa-
per’s co-authors. The study involved four samples with 
a total of 400 vehicles. A sampling test based on a fleet 
of 5 million cars, with a confidence level of 95 % and 
unacceptable error limit of 1.5 km/h, revealed a minimum 
sample of 385 vehicles. The formula: speed = distance/time 
is the simplest way to calculate the speed of an object. 
The first data to know is the distance travelled by the 
vehicle. Then it is necessary to know how long it took 
for the vehicle to travel the distance. Finally, to calculate 
the speed, let’s use the relationship between the distance 

travelled and the time taken to travel that dis-
tance. The measurement procedure is based on 
the evaluation of the travel time of the vehicle 
over a fixed distance (50 m). The measurements 
were made on a road open to traffic on sections 
at regulated speed with two observers separated 
by a distance of 50 m to record the travel time 
of each vehicle.

Fig. 7 shows the histograms and cumulative 
distribution of vehicle speeds observed on the 
black spots studied (Speed classes S<20, 20–27, 
28–35, 36–43, 44–51, 52–59, 60–67, 68–75,  
76–83, 84–92 km/h). It is clear that only 45 % 
of the road users respect the imposed speed 
li mit (50 or 60 km/h). The remaining 55 % 
exceed the limit with a maximum speed of up 
to 92 km/h. Indeed, the speed analysis shows 
significant excesses of 14.25 %, 12.5 % and 
12 % for excesses of 1–5 km/h, 6–10 km/h and  
10–15 km/h respectively. 

Then the percentage is lower with 5.75 %, 6.0 %, 1.25 %, 
2.5 % and 0.75 %, for excesses of 16/20 km/h, 21/25 km/h, 
26/30 km/h, 31/35 km/h, and >35 km/h.

The analysis in Fig. 7 also shows an average speed 
of 53.05 km/h, a 50e percentile at 55 km/h, the 85e per-
centile is 70 km/h, a mode at 50 km/h, i. e. the highest  
frequency which corresponds to 9.5 % of the sample stu-
died. A standard deviation of 13.62 km/h is relatively 
high as it indicates how far the data are from the average.

The speed counting results clearly confirm the behavior 
of drivers, making non-compliance with speed limits the 
first major cause of accidents in Algeria [3]. Algerian law 
on speed mentions that the driver risks a fine ranging 
between 10,000÷50,000 DZD (100 to 500 USD) as soon 
as it exceeds the authorized speed limit by 30 % or more.

3.3.  Results  of  experimental  Design
3.3.1.  Analysis of the influence of factors on objective func-

tion. The magnitude of the effects caused by the influencing  
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factors and their interactions stopping distance (SD) is 
presented in Fig. 8 in the form of Pareto histograms. The 
Pareto histogram is a graphical representation in decreas-
ing order of importance of the effects caused by factors 
and interactions on objective functions. Fig. 8 shows that 
the stopping distance (SD) is mainly influenced by the 
vehicle speed (S), the weather conditions (M), and their 
interaction. Some authors conclude that the most important 
parameter affecting stopping distance is vehicle speed [11]. 
It is believed that the relationship between speed and stop-
ping distance is proportional. The «+» sign shows that the 
increase due to speed leads to an increase in the stopping 
distance with an estimated effect of 54.30 m. When the 
speed varies between its lower experimental level (70 km/h) 
and its higher level (130 km/h), it is estimated that the 
stopping distance will increase by 54.30 m.

Fig. 8. Pareto histogram from: Effects of the factors  
on the stopping distance (SD )

The variations of the stopping distance (SD) as a func-
tion of the significant influence factors can be observed  
in Fig. 9. It is observed that the speed (S) and the weather 
conditions (M) and their interaction have significant effects 
on the stopping distance (in the explored field). Under 
conditions, the effect of the meteorological conditions on 
the stopping distance is influenced by the level on which 
the speed lies. For high speeds, the effect of meteorological 
conditions on SD is more important than for low speeds.
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Fig. 9. Stopping distance (SD ) variation according to S and M

For the experimental conditions studied, the minimum 
stopping distance (SD) are obtained for the physical values 
of the factors located on the lower levels (S = 70 km/h 
and M = Dry).

3.3.2.  Development  of  the  linear  model. Linear mathe-
matical models corresponding to equation (1) are deve-
loped in order to determine the direction to be followed 
towards the optimum. Thus, using the results presented 
in Table 4 and using the least squares method [36], let’s 
calculate the values of the regression polynomial coeffi-
cients (Table 5), for a confidence level of 95 % [33–36].

Table 5
Regression coefficients for the objective function SD

Objective Function SD

Regression  
coefficients

b0 b1 b2

60.53 27.15 0.19

When only factors and interactions whose effects are 
significant are taken into account, it is possible to write 
the equation of the linear model describing the variation 
of objective functions with influence factors:

SD = 60.53+27.15(S)+ 
+12.32(M)+7.42(M×S)+0.65(ABS×G). (3)

3.3.3.  Validation of  the experimental model. The robust-
ness of the experimental model is verified by comparing the 
measurements to the predicted values of Stopping distance 
given by the empirical model. The empirical model is then 
applied by replacing the physical values of the influencing 
factors by their associated codified values. The connection 
between the physical values and the codified values of the 
influencing factors is given by the following expression:

X
X X

I
iicod

iphys i phys

iphys

=
−

=0
1 2 3 4, , , , ,     (4)

where Xi0phys – the central level of the influencing factor; 
Iiphys – the interval of variation of the influencing factor. 
The codified values are always the values introduced into 
the model (3) to determine the estimated values of the 
objective function SD.

Fig. 10 illustrates the correlations between the measured 
values and those estimated using the models developed.

 
Fig. 10. Correlation between estimated and measured values  

for stopping distance SD

The percentage correlation between observed and pre-
dicted values is expressed using the correlation coefficient, R2.

3.4.  Discussions. This work aimed to set up predictive 
models to obtain results as close as possible to reality, 
by modifying the various factors. These factors and their 
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interactions have a direct influence on road safety and 
controlling them will help reduce the number of accidents. 
These models can be used by a wide range of public and 
private organizations.

The results obtained in this study may be applicable 
to other countries with similar metrological and infrastruc-
ture conditions (Maghreb countries, southern European 
countries, and other European countries in the summer 
season). For other countries with different meteorological 
conditions from Algeria (e. g., snow and especially frost in 
winter), the proposed model can be applied by modifying 
the coefficient of lateral friction.

The results found here are valid only in the area of 
exploration, in relation to the level of each parameter (Speed, 
ABS, Weather, Grip).

The prospects of this work are multiple, such as: 
– Studying other factors;
– Modifying factor variation levels;
– Extending the study to other cities;
– Using a combination of several models.

4.  Conclusions

Road accidents in Algeria cause an average of 40,000 ac-
cidents, 60,000 injuries and 4,000 deaths per year. Many 
specialists recognize that most road accidents can be avoided.  
From the accidents data especially, the disregard for speed 
regulations and their effects on the capacity to stop, our study 
tries to understand the various elements which intervene 
during an accident (understanding phase) and the mastery 
of the braking distance function from a purely mechani-
cal point of view and the stopping distance (SD) which 
it integrates into the drivers’ behavior. Other important 
elements come into consideration when stopping a vehicle; 
in this case, the road condition during the degradation 
of the longitudinal coefficient of friction with bad meteo-
rological conditions, as well as tire-road grip in relation 
with the tires condition. This study focused on a better 
understanding of the interactions of speed (S), weather 
conditions (M), road-tire contact (G), ABS operation of 
stopping distances (SD) on road accidents. To this end,  
a speed count on a sample of 400 vehicles, associated with 
the development of one experimental design validated by 
driving simulator tests was carried out. The results show 
that for an exploration range varying between 70 and 
130 km/h, speed and meteorological conditions and their 
interaction have a significant influence on the stopping 
distance. The effect of weather conditions on the stopping 
distance depends on the speed level. For high speeds, the 
weather conditions effect on the stopping distance (SD) is 
greater than for low speeds. The stopping distance (SD) are 
obtained for the physical values of the factors located at the 
lowest levels (S = 70 km/h, M = dry). The estimation of the 
effects of the influence factors (Speed, Weather conditions, 
ABS and Grip) on the one objective functions: Stopping 
distance (SD), shows that for a maximum study speed of 
130 km/h, speed occupies the first position with a strong 
influence, followed by weather conditions, and especially 
the interaction between these two parameters.
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